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True Father said that love calls us to remove 
barriers between ourselves and our enemy. “Satan 
and his followers dwell wherever there are 
barriers,” he said; “Satan, the devil, was the first to 
make them. God does not have even the concept of 
barriers. If Satan is the champion at building 
barriers, God is the master of breaking them 
down.”   
 
Nearly twenty years ago, True Father talked about 
breaking down barriers at the United Nations. His 
vision was bold: turn the world’s conflicted borders 
into peace zones. 
 

“I propose that the United Nations and religious leaders join their hearts and work to create peace zones in 
areas of conflict. …These zones would be governed directly by the United Nations. People from around 
the world dedicated to the establishment of peace would be allowed to settle in these zones. The United 
Nations would be responsible to provide guidance to those living in these areas so that they come to 
embody the founding ideals of the United Nations… These peace zones would be havens that exist for the 
sake of peace, prosperity and reconciliation. …[They] would also be ecological and environmental havens 
for the entire natural world.”   
 
To that large gathering of international leaders, True Father called for Korea’s thirty-eighth parallel to be 
the site of the first peace zone. “Look at the Korean Peninsula. Do you think God appreciates a Korean 
who says that the demilitarized zone …that divides the peninsula is a good thing? Of course not!” True 
Father called the UN to “build exhibition halls, museums, educational sites and peace parks” in that 
mountainous corridor. 
 
Peace zones are a realistic proposal. There are thousands of “Special Economic Zones” (SEZs) in the 
world. These are cooperative ventures on the part of governments and private entrepreneurs. In the case of 
peace zones, it would be the United Nations, NGOs and private entities partnering with governments. 
 
To compensate governments for the land they would donate, Father said that his movement would offer 
portions of its “1.2 million hectares of fertile land in South America’s MERCOSUR countries.” In fact, “I 
have already notified leaders of North and South Korea that I am prepared to turn over to them portions of 
that land in South America for their use.” 
 
True Parents’ idea of peace zones is both momentous and actionable. More on Wednesday.   
 

(Citations: Pyeong Hwa Gyeong, pp. 1382-1388. True Father cast this vision to an August 18, 

2000 International and Interreligious Federation for World Peace conference and subsequent 

banquet at the United Nations headquarters in New York City.)  
 


